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Abstract—One of the most fundamental services of cloud
computing is Cloud storage service. Huge amount of sensitive
data is stored in the cloud for easy remote access and to reduce
the cost of storage. It is necessary to encrypt the sensitive data
before uploading to the cloud server in order to maintain privacy
and security. All traditional searchable symmetric encryption
(SSE) schemes enable the users to search on the entire index file.
In this paper, we propose the Domain and Range Specific Multi-
keyword Search (DRSMS) scheme that minimizes the search
time and Index storage space. This scheme adopts collection
sort technique to split the index file into D Domains and R
Ranges. The Domain is based on the length of the keyword;
the Range splits within the domain based on the first letter
of the keyword. A mathematical model is used to search over
the encrypted indexed keyword that eliminates the information
leakage. Binary search is used to select the range within the
domain with time complexity O(RlogD) and linear search is
used to find the keyword within the range withO(R). The space
complexity of the index storage space isO(NT × 3) and search
time complexity isO(1)+O(RlogD)+O(R), while the complexity
of index generation is O(NT × 3). Extensive experiments on
real-world dataset validate our analysis and shows that the
proposed DRSMS scheme is more efficient and secure than
RSSE Scheme.

Index Terms—Cloud Computing, Multi-keyword Search,
Searchable Encryption, Data Security,DRSMS.

I. I NTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing has become a important deployment
platform for distributed applications especially as

data storage and information management service due to
its enormous potential in computing, storage and various
applications [1]. From a joint pool of computing resources
that are configurable, it allow storage of remote data, on-
demand usage. An elastic and financial plan is provided by
cloud computing infrastructure for managing information
and sharing resources. System maintenance overhead and
hardware-software expenditure is reduced by it. It offer
appropriate communication path to share resources between
data owners and data users. The popularity of cloud services,
such as Microsoft Azure, AWS Amazon Services, Apple
iCloud, Google AppEngine, has enabled companies to shift
their data onto the cloud. The data owner can deploy the
personal information onto public cloud and data user can

access the information anytime and anywhere. Particularly,
huge amount of information and workloads can be deployed
by end-user to the cloud. Usage of unlimited computing in
a pay-per-use resource sharing model serve a one of the
benefits and this permits the user to pay only for the amount
of service used.

The highly challenge tasks faced by Cloud Computing
infrastructure, data confidentiality, reliability and safety
concerns occupy the main position. In practical, the public
cloud which are away from the trusted domains contain the
confidential data. The data uploaded by the data owners to the
cloud bring concern of possible data loss, dishonest utilization
of confidential data as the owners do not possess any direct
control over the sensitive information. Generally, cloud
servers are labelled as curious and untrusted entities. Data
owner hinder to implement cloud technologies when a case of
breach of information to third party or cloud provider itself is
possible. Hence providing ample security and confidentiality
protection to information that is susceptible to breach is
of high importance. This gets employed in application
designed for healthcare, financial and government data. So
as to prevent the breach of more confidential data that is
uploaded to the cloud, information is encrypted beforehand
and then uploaded to the cloud server. To retrieve data
files, traditional searchable symmetric encryption (SSE)[2]
technique depends on keyword search mechanism but they
support only Boolean keyword search without any assurance
of n file retrieval accuracy. This mechanism is inefficient
in retrieval; it demands a large amount of post-processing
overhead and incurs unnecessary network traffic.

To resolves the problems of data breach in cloud, current
solutions use the following approaches to provide searching
ability on cloud data on basis of keywords[3]–[6]. A collection
of keywords are identified and stored on the index file. For
every file an index vector is designed. After the creation of
index vectors, all the index vector are merged in an index
file and produced. The index file thus produced and the data
file are uploaded to cloud servers after encryption. Now, the
information is prepared to allow queries from the datauser.
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Cipher-text is supported by cloud servers based n queries
as follows. A keyword based search query on the cloud
containing the encrypted data is sent by the data user and
keywords that are encrypted are sent to the cloud. After
receiving the query, the cloud server implements as search
on the encrypted index and returns a results of the list of
relatable files. The data user then makes a choice of the files
that are necessary and are retrieved from the cloud server.
With the help of the authorized secret key, the user decrypts
the required encrypted files that were retrieved from the
cloud. This way, protection of data from breach and data
confidentiality is safeguarded. During the entire procedure,
plaintext information or keywords are invisible to the cloud
servers.

Motivation:In the previous schemes, single keyword and
multi-keyword search are used to search query over encrypted
cloud data. The major obstacles in achieving these search
schemes are: How to perform resourceful and secure search
over encrypted data. In the previous schemes database-centre
does not give supportable protection over encrypted cloud
data. Current results over encrypted cloud data support
only for linear search. However, given enormous amount of
outsourced data, linear search is inefficient for huge data. This
paper fouses on secure searching technique with resourceful
and flexible search over encrypted data. We propose a
new scheme that incorporates Domain and Range concept
which depends on the length and starting letter of the keyword.

Contribution: In this paper, we propose a novel Index
generation and a queried keyword search techniqueDomain
and Range Specific Multi-keyword Search(DRSMS), that
supports accurate search over encrypted cloud data.DRSMS

provides secure, efficient and effective search results within
a short time and it protects confidentially of data from the
cloud service provider and unauthorised users.DRSMS

scheme reduces Index Storage Space by arranging keywords
in an array format discussed in section VI. Specifically, our
contribution summarised as follows:

1) We proposed a state-of-the-art information retrieval
technique Domain and Range Specific Multi-keyword
Search(DRMSM) scheme that supports accurate and
minimum search time over a large dataset.

2) The algorithm reduces index storage space and search-
able time for top-k multi keyword retrieval on cloud
sensitive information.

3) The time complexity ofDRSMS scheme is reduced to
O(NT × 3) for index building. The index storage space
is of the orderO(1)+O(RlogD)+O(R) over encrypted
cloud data.

4) A mathematical model is developed that provides secu-
rity. The proposed scheme prevents sensitive information
leakage thus achieving better privacy of keywords.

5) Extensive experimental evaluation demonstrates the ef-
ficiency and effectiveness ofDRSMS.

Organisation:The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
First, Literature survey is reviewed in Section 2. Ranked

Searchable Symmetric Encryption(RSSE) scheme and its
drawbacks are discussed in Section 3. System model and de-
sign goals are defined in Section 4. Section 5 gives the detailed
description of our domain and range specified search scheme.
Performance analysis discussed in Section 6. Conclusion are
presented in Section 7.

II. RELATED WORK

We discuss a collection of state-of-art techniques research
works focused on secure ranked multi- keyword search over
encrypted cloud data. We also identified their strength and
limitation of the existing works.

Multi-keyword ranked search scheme have been investigated
in [7]–[11]. A general framework proposed for multi-user
noisy-keyword-based searchable symmetric encryption in
a fault-tolerant manner [11]. Existing efforts on multi-user
searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) have focused on
exact keyword search, but these results are not applied to the
situation where the keywords associated with the files are
noisy data. It combines a single-user noisy-keyword-based
SSE scheme with a private-key dynamic broadcast encryption
scheme. This scheme permits dataowner to efficiently and
dynamically revoke the users. Chen et al., [10] developed
an Efficient and secure Semantic Multi-Keyword Ranked
Search over Encrypted Cloud data. Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) is used to reveal the relationship between terms and
documents. This scheme utilizek-Nearest Neighbor(k−NN)
and returns the files containing the terms semantically related
to the query keyword. The experimental results ofLSA are
better than Multi-keyword Ranked Search over Encrypted
Cloud Data(MSRE) scheme. The matrix index file utilises
large storage space compared to other schemes.

Li et al.,[7] have designed a well-organised multi-
keyword ranked retrieval scheme with Johnson-Lindenstrauss
(JL) transform over encrypted cloud data. The search
technique having problem of low accuracy by directly
using JL transform is overcome with Optimized Maximum
Query method to build an efficient trapdoor. This scheme
significantly reduces the space complexity but has computation
overhead. Zhang et al., [9] addressed the issue of secure
ranked multi-keyword search for multiple data owners and
multiple data users in the cloud computing environment. The
scheme enables authorised data users to achieve protected,
convenient and efficient search over multiple data owner’s
data that is encrypted with different secret keys to rank the
search results and preserve the privacy of relevance scores
between keywords and files. A new Additive Order and
Privacy Preserving Function family is proposed. This scheme
supports large scale datasets. Additional computation and
storage cost is the overhead.

Privacy preserving keyword search schemes are proposed
in [12]–[16] focusing on security encryption techniques.
Li et al., [12] have designed a scalable framework for
Authorised Private Keyword Search(APKS) over encrypted
data based on Hierarchical Predicate Encryption(HPE). In
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this framework, every user obtained searching capabilities
authorisation from Local Trusted Authority(LTA). AKPS

enabled multi-keyword search, allows delegation and
revocation of search capabilities. The major disadvantage is
that APKS does not prevent keyword attack. Buyrukbilen
et al., [13] designed a Privacy-Preserving Ranked Search
on Public-Key Encrypted Data. This scheme employs a
sample indexing structure, homomorphic encryption and
private information retrieval protocols to process queries
in a privacy-preserving manner. The query response time
reduces by several orders of magnitude but has storage
overhead and increased computation cost. Wang et al., [14]
have integrated several innovative schemes to solve Privacy-
preserving multi-keyword fuzzy search over encrypted data
in the cloud. The fuzzy multi-keyword search built the file
index usingLSH function in the Bloom filter technique. It
gives a well-organised solution to the secure fuzzy keyword
search. The Euclidean distance is implemented to capture the
similarity between the keywords to calculate the similarity
score to enable ranked result. It incurs computation and
storage overhead.

Some of the Existing multi keyword search research works
explored in [17]–[27]. Lu et al., [24] designed a novel
cryptographic primitive - range predicate encryption - to build
a Logarithmic Search over Encrypted Data(LSED) system.
This scheme is provably secure with regard to plaintext
confidentiality, predicate privacy and supports logarithmic
search over encrypted data, query authentication and secure
data update. TheLSED system reveals the access patterns of
cipher texts to the cloud server. Moreover, all database update
operation and query authorization relies on the database
owner i.e., a single point of failure. Orencik et al., [23]
developed a scheme based on Public Information Retrieval
(PIR) that permits multi-keyword queries with ranking
facility. Symmetric- key encryption method is used for file
encryption rather than public-key encryption. An efficient
ranking approach based on term frequency of keywords is
utilized that returns highly relevant documents corresponding
to submitted search words. This scheme increases the
efficiency with the help of the blinded encryption technique
in accessing the contents of the retrieved documents without
leaking them to other parties.
Wang et al., [18] established Static Index(SI) and Dynamic
Index (DI) for Public-key Encryption with Keyword Search
(PEKS) to make search secure and efficient.SI and DI

help PEKS to decrease the load respectively in two parts:
If data users are searching queried keyword for first time,
SI is used or else,DI is used,SI andDI are concurrently
functional with PEKS and enhanced as Secure Hybrid
Indexed Search(SHIS) scheme that uses deterministic
encryption (DE). SHIS is improved further for multiple-
receiver applications but this extension, supports only one
keyword searchable ciphertext. Wang et al., [19] proposed
a novel Fuzzy Keyword Search Scheme(F2SE) that uses
fingerprint extraction and securekNN encryption algorithm
to achieve a top-k ranked fuzzy keyword search. It has a
low storage overhead and practical searching time cost. The

fingerprint extraction algorithm can be optimized to improve
Searching Accuracy Rate and match it with other symbols or
languages.

Gu et al., [20] proposed Public Key Encryption with
Keyword Search(PEKS) scheme using lattices.PEKS

is a method for searching on encrypted data. It enables
the user to send a secret valueTw to a server. It enables
the server to place all encrypted messages containing the
keyword, but without learning anything, with probabilistic
consistency. The scheme is secure with the hardness of
the standard Learning With Errors(LWE). The scheme
focuses on security but not on computation cost. Goldreich
et al., [26] have proposed obliviousRAM that uses Square-
root algorithm and hierarchical solution.RAMs allowed
clients to completely hide the data access patterns from the
cloud server provider. It can be used in conjunction with
encryption to enable stronger privacy guarantees. However,
utilising oblivious RAM usually brings exponential number of
interactions between the user and the server for each search
request.
Xia et al., [21] proposed a scheme for basic similarity search
over encrypted images based on a secure transformation
method that protected the information about features, and
did not degrade the result accuracy. The proposed scheme
protected the confidentiality of image database, feature
vectors, and user’s query. Moreover, the image owner could
update the encrypted image database as well as the secure
index quite easily. This scheme assured the confidentiality
of the data, result accuracy and query unlinkability. The
time complexity of query on invert index isO(n), which
can be further enhanced by using better indexing technique
to reduce search time. Kuzu et al., [22] have proposed an
efficient scheme for similarity search over encrypted data.
The Locality Sensitive Hashing(LSH) algorithm is used
for fast near neighbor search in high dimensional spaces.
LSH provides fast similarity search in the environment of
encrypted data. The experimental datasets tested on large
dataset.

III. B ACKGROUND WORK

Wang et al., [28] designed a statistical measure approach
known as Ranked Searchable Symmetric Encryption(RSSE).
RSSE scheme introduced Information Retrieval and text
mining to embed the weight information i.e., relevance
score of each file. RSSE scheme generates searchable index
before outsourcing the encrypted file by using inverted index.
RSSE scheme adopts one-to-many Order-Preserving mapping
technique integrated with crypto primitive and Order-
Preserving Symmetric Encryption(OPSE) for security.

Inverted index has storage overhead (50% - 150%) on
large scale datasets and high maintenance costs on updates,
insertions and deletions. The processing cost increases with
the number of weights in the(m×n) matrix is shown in Figure
2. Even though a term is not contained in the document, it still
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

allocates memory to store term frequency zero on the matrix.
Large number of zero’s appears on the index that increases
the search and computation time. InRSSE, the analysis is
performed on single keyword(wi). The OPSE technique
allocates extra memory to store cipher text of each relevance
score. Inverted index is not compatible for large datasets.
The RSSE Order-Preserving Mapping(OPM) is achieved
on single keyword search with the support of Domain and
Range over encrypted cloud data but not on multi keyword
search. Here the Domain is distribution of relevance score
for keyword and Range is(OPSE) distribution score for the
similar keyword.

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SYSTEM MODEL

A. Problem Definition

Given that n files are encrypted and uploaded onto the
cloud. The main objectives are:

• To reduce the index storage space.
• To reduce search time over encrypted cloud data.
• To provides security and privacy without learning any

extra information from the attackers

B. System Model

The system model is shown in Figure 1 having three entities:
Data Owner, Cloud ServerandData Users.
The data owner is a collection ofn files represented by
F = (f1, f2, . . . , fn) to be outsourced on the cloud space.
The terms are extracted before outsourcing a file and an index
file is built. The index file contains:term, file ID(fi) and
frequencyin the form of domain and range. It is easy to find
the keyword over encrypted index file. Further the index file
and collection ofn files are encrypted before outsourcing to
the cloud.

The cloud server communicates with the data owner and
data user. It hosts storage and retrieval services for the third
party. The cloud provider is not involved in any deletion
or modification of data. In most of the SSE schemes, the
cloud server is considered as honest-but-curious, status to learn
information from stored data.
The secret key is used to generate the trapdoortw between the
Data User and Cloud Server. The authorised user can send
queried keyword to the cloud server to search the top-k files.
The queried keyword search depends on domain and range
of the index. After receiving the search keyword, the cloud
server returns the relevant files as fast as possible related to the
queried keyword. The datauser can reduce the communication
cost by sending the optimal valuek. The top-k results are
returned to the datauser from the cloud server.

C. Design Goals

The multi-keyword ranked search can be made resourceful
and safe over outsourced encrypted cloud data, only when the
system concurrently accomplishes the following design goals:
Domain and Range Keyword Search:To design a domain
and range multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted data
which provides accurate and efficient search on document
collection.
Search Efficiency:The index structure aims to improve search
efficiency by exploring a domain and range based keyword
search than linear search [29]
Storage Cost: To reduce index storage space compare to
existing OPM scheme[28].

V. M ATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Score Calculation Method

The Score S is computed by calculating occurence of
individual term in each file. The expression for standardized
Score estimation is as per the following:

S =
freq

maxfreq
. (1)

wherefreq - recurrence of each term in a record,maxfreq

- most extreme recurrence in the wake of considering each
documents in the folder andS - is Score acquired by freq

maxfreq
.

Another scientific model for encrypting the keyword is
given below:

α(wi) = (a0x
k + a1x

k−1 + . . . . . .+ anx
k−n) (2)

α(wi) =

n∑

p=0

abx
k−p (3)

wherex is a real number,k represents the length of the
keyword andp is the postion of the letter in a keyword. For
example, if the keyword issciences then the length is8 and
position of lettere is 4.
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Fig. 2. Numerical Sort Splits the Index into Domains and Alphabetical Sort Splits each Domain into Ranges

B. Example

The example for the keywordsciences is explained here.
The ASCII (256 counts) value of individual letters are ob-
tained; The length of the keyword is7(length − 1), the
constant is assumed as 2 andn starts from0(0 ≤ i ≤ 7);
the computation process is shown below forsciences and the
final result is27, 625.

αx(wij) = (a0x
k + a1x

k−1 + a2x
k−2 + a3x

k−3 +

a4x
k−4 + a5x

k−5 + a6x
k−6)

= s× 27 + c× 26 + i× 25 + e× 24 +

n× 23 + c× 22 + e× 21 + s× 20

= 115× 27 + 99× 26 + 105× 25 + 101× 24 +

110× 23 + 99× 22 + 101× 21 + 115× 20

= 27, 625

C. Domain and Range Sort Process

Figure 2 shows the index sort process based on DomainD

and RangeR. The index file(n × 5) matrix format includes
〈L||FLW ||ID(fi)||wi||S〉. The collection sort is used for
array elements in the index. The index is split into Domains
Dn, that depends on the length of the word and Range
Rm depends on the first letter of the word sort within the
DomainDi. Numerical sort splits the index into domains and
alphabetical sort splits each Domain into Range as shown
in Figure 2. The time complexity of the collection sort is
O(nlog(n)). The summation of all Domains is equal to the

index file I according to Equation 4.

I ′′ =

n∑

i=1

Di (4)

In Equation 1 each Domain is divided into 26 Ranges i.e.,
AlphabetA to Z according to Equation 5. Each Range is
organized as a Bucket according to Equation 6.

Di =
z∑

i=a

Rij (5)

Rij = Bij (6)

Index I” includes the summation of DomainDn and the
summation of RangeRm is represented in the Bucket format
according to Equation 7.

I ′′ =

n∑

i=3

z∑

i=a

Bij (7)
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Symbols Definition

F The collection of plain-text file are outsourced as a set
of n information documentsF = (f1, f2, f3, . . . , fn).

W Distinct keywords extracted from the file collectionF , is
a set ofm keywordsW = (w1, w2, . . . , wm).

I The collection ofF files generates searchable index,
denoted as(I1, I2, . . . , Im) where each sub-indexIi
built from Fi.

tw The trapdoor generated by a user for search request of
keywordW .

IDlist The queried keywordwi presents in a set of ranked
identifiers inF files.

ID(fi) The file identifier inFi which helps to locate the actual
file.

Q User interested Queried multi-keyword.
qi Individual queried keyword.
S Score is computed by term frequencyTF .
a ASCII value of each letter in the keyword.
α(wi) Extracted keyword computation results by using

Equation-2.
α(qi) Queried keyword computation results by using Equation-

2.
D Number of files.
T Total terms in each file.
NT Total rows in index document.
C Total columns in index document (i.e., C=5).
L Same length of the word is grouped as DomainDi.
FLW Same First Letter of the Word is grouped as RangeRj

with in the DomainDi.
wi Individual extracted term.
F ′ Encryptedn documents.
I′ Computedα(wi) is stored in the Index document.
I′′ EncryptedI′

Cs Bucket start position
Ce Bucket end position

By using above equations 4 - 6, we can prove equation 7.

Proof : I ′′ =
n∑

i=0

Dn

= D3 +D4 + . . .+Dn

=

z∑

j=a

R3 +

z∑

j=a

R4 + . . .+

z∑

j=a

Rn

= (B3a +B3b + . . .+B3z) +

(B4a +B4b + . . .+B4z) +

...

+(Bna +Bnb + . . .+Bnz)

=

z∑

j=a

B3j +

z∑

j=a

B4j + . . .+

z∑

j=a

Bnj

I ′′ =

n∑

i=3

z∑

j=a

Bij

VI. PROPOSEDSCHEME

In this paper, we consider DomainD and RangeR specific
secure keyword search over encrypted cloud data for the
outsourced text data. In this setting, the data owner does not
have sufficient resources to store the confidential data to the
semi trusted cloud server. Cloud server maintains the ability

to search without revealing anything from the outsourced
data except from the search and access pattern. We generate
secure searchable index by using features of these sensitive
information. The authorised data user can perform search
on the encrypted cloud data by utilising searchable index
file which returns the matched files related to the queried
keyword. During these process the cloud server does not
learn anything from the encrypted stored data. The data user
decrypts the top-k selected document using decryption key
shared by the data owner.

The DRSMS scheme is formulated as follows. LetC be the
set of confidential documents andW be the set of keywords
of fi belonging toF . There are four functions namely:Setup,
IndexGeneration, QueryGeneration andSearch.

• Setup(λ): The parameterλ generates Secret Key(SK)
and Public Key(PK) for the proposed scheme. Data
owner distributes the secret key to the authorised users.

• IndexGeneration(PK,F ): From the collection of sen-
sitive documentsF , each fi file extracts the unique
keyword to construct the searchable secure indexI ′′ via

the encryption key(SK). Sorting is based on DomainD
and RangeR format; here DomainD is taken a length of
the keyword and RangeR is selected subset within the
DomainD. The searchable index computes the keywords
according to Equation 2 and also contains the frequency
and fileIDs.

• TrapdoorGeneration(PK,REQ): The queried key-
words requestREQ generates secure trapdoor between
the data user and the cloud server. The bucket trapdoor
tw is built from user’s keyword requestREQ and then
encrypted into a secure trapdoortw with the public key
(PK).

• Search(I,Q): The queried keywordQ is computed
according to the Equation 2 and compared with secure
the searchable indexI and returns the encrypted form
top-k matching filesfi.

The frame work that is split into two parts areInitialisation
phaseand Retrieval phase. The initialisation phase involves
the functionsSetup(λ) and IndexGeneration(K,C). The
functionSetup(λ) generates the keysSK andPK for com-
muncation among the data owner, data user and the remote
cloud server. The index generation function involves operation
on the plaintext and it extract words from the set of plaintext
documentsC and generates a secure searchable indexI from
the extracted words. The searchable Index is a(n× 3) matrix
that involves fileIDs, word wi and frequencyS of wi for
convenient retrieval of data (see Algorithm 1). Most of the
work process on data owner side for security reason. The detail
description of function build index is given below.

Initialisation Phase:

• The data owner initiates the DRSMS scheme by calling
the functionSetup(λ) to generate the Secret Key(SK)
and the Public Key(PK). The authorised data users
access cloud data files using the secret key provided by
data owner.

• The data owner calls the functionIndexGeneration to
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build index. The algorithm build index scans sensitive set
of filesF and then extractsn distinct keywords set,W =
(w1, w2, w3, . . . , wn, ) for each filefi. After extracting a
set of distinct keywordswi = (wi|1 ≤ j ≤ n), the stop-
words are removed. The normalisation is computed for
each file frequencyS according to Equation 1. The data
owner stores the extracted keywords in the index fileI.
Index file I stores parameters〈L||FLW ||ID(fi)||wi||S〉
in a (n× 5) matrix format. The(n× 5) matrix sorted ac-
cording to DomainD and RangeR by using a collection
sort as shown in figure 3. DomainDn sort is based on the
lengthL of each keyword and after sorting stores(n×4)
except theL column. Each domain start and end positions
are stored in the indexI for reference of Domains. The
domainDi is split into rangeRij based on alphabetical
FLW and is stored in a specific bucketBij . Each bucket
rangeRij start and end positions are stored in the index
I for reference of different Ranges.

• The index file I stores the reference of Domains, ref-
erence of Ranges and〈ID(fi)||α(wi)||S〉 in a (n × 3)
matrix. After completing the process of Domain and
Range, thenα(wi) is computed for each keywordwi in
the index file I and values are stored inI ′ according
to equation 2. The computedα(wi) is stored with File
ID(fi) and frequency scoreS. Now the searchable index
file I ′ is partially encrypted.

• The data owner encrypts both the searchable index file
I ′ into I ′′ and the collection of sensitive filesF =
(f1, f2, . . . , fn) into F ′ = (f ′

1
, f ′

2
, . . . , f ′

n) using cryptol-
ogy techniques. The encrypted searchable indexI ′′ and
encrypted filesF ′ = (f ′

1
, f ′

2
, . . . , f ′

n) are uploaded to the
cloud server.

Retrieval Phase:The framework of retrieval phase has two
major parts,TrapdoorGeneration andSearch. The function
TrapdoorGeneration generates secure gateway between the
data users and the cloud server. The trapdoor performs secure
search through Internet for queried keywords. The function
Search searches the queried keyword matches within the
index file I ′ and retrieves the related fileIDs list to the data
user. The data user can download the filefi from the list of
fn without leaking any information from the encrypted cloud
data.

• The data user generates a secure trapdoortw for the
corresponding set of keywordsQ = (q1, q2, . . . , qn) to
retrieve the related files from the cloud server. The search
queried keyword is taken as〈FLW ||qi||L〉 for each word,
whereL is length of the keyword andFLW is the first
letter of the word to find the specific bucketBij to search
the file within the optimal time.

• Before the search operation is performed, the keyword
should computeα(qi) according to Equation 2 for secu-
rity reason. The Domain is initialised toD3 and selection
of the DomainDi depends on the length of the keyword
Dn i.e., (3 ≤ I ≤ n). If L is greater thanDmax then
Domain is not present within the index fileI ′′ elseDi

is incremented by 1 and the process is repeated. Each
Domain has 26 Ranges, the Range is selected from the

first letter of the wordFLW and Binary search is applied
on DomainDi to select the rangeRij ; thenRij returns
the start positionCs and the end positionCe to find the
Queried keyword.

• The Cs of computed valueα(wi) and queried keyword
computed valueα(qi) are compared.α(wi) and α(qi)
are equal when the keyword matches, the matched files
ID(fi) are returned from the cloud server. The rank of
the retrieved filesids depend on the frequency scoreS
and is listed in the descending order. The top-k files
IDlist are returned from the indexI ′′ for better efficiency.
The user decrypts the interested files from the top-k file
list.

Algorithm 1 : Build Index
input : A Collection ofn Data Files

F = (f1, f2, . . . , fn)
output : Domain and Range sorted Index fileI ′′

procedure: Build Index(K,F )

for fi ← 1 to F do
each filefi ∈ F ;
ScanF and Extract each term infi, denoted as a
W = (w1, w2, w3, . . . , wn, ) ;
Normalised and remove the stopwords fromW ;

for i← 1 to W do
count frequency of each word infi;
store the〈L||FLW ||ID(fi)||wi||S〉 in I;

• Index I sort based on lengthL of keyword and store in
specific DomainDi;

• Each DomainDi sort based on alphabetsFLW and
store in Specified BucketBij ;
for i← 1 to W do

Computeα(wi) for each keywordwi in
Bijaccording to Equation 2;
Each computed results stores〈ID(fi)||α(wi)||S〉 in
ascending order of indexI ′;

• I ′′ = encryption of Index fileI ′;
return I;

VII. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

National Science Foundation Research Award Abstracts
1990-2003 [30] is used to evaluate theDRSIG Scheme. The
abstracts have huge amount of unique technical keywords.
The entire system is implemented in Java language. The Data
owner and the data user use a windows platform with Intel(R)
Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T6400 @2.00GHz, 3072 MB of RAM
and commercial public cloud Amazon S3 service to store the
Index file I ′′ and encrypted collection of filesC′. We analyse
the overall Index generation cost and per keyword index
storage cost of DRSIG scheme. Experiments are performed
on Index construction, score calculation and keyword search
time over encrypted cloud data.

A. Storage Cost

As shown in Figure 3, theDRSMS occupies less index
storage space thanRSSE [28] scheme.DRSMS scheme
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Algorithm 2 : Search Query
input : Queried KeywordsQ
output : Top-k Search ResultIDlist

procedure: Search Query(K,Q)

• Search keyword taken as〈FLW ||qi||L〉 for each word;
• Computeα(qi) for each Queried keywordqi according

to Equation 2;
• Di is initialised to 3;

while L = Di do
Select the DomainDi depends on the length of the
keyword out ofDn;
if L > Dmax then

length not found

else
Di ++

procedure: BinarySearch(D[ ], FLW,Ds, De)

return rangeRij select with in the DomainDi based on
the first character of the search keyword out ofRnm;
for i← Cs to Ce do

if (α(qi) = α(wi)) then
Retrieve the fileID(fi);

else
No match found;

for i← 1 to ID(fn) do
retrieve the ScoreS for each fileID(fi);

• Sort the ScoreS list in descending order;
• Retrieve the top-kIDlist from the Index;
• Decrypt the User interested file by using Top-k list;
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Index Storage Space based on Number of Keywords.

supports a large dataset with a minimum index storage space.
The space complexity of theRSSE scheme isO(T×D); here
terms T are taken as maximum unique technical keywords
from D files. TheRSSE scheme takes more storage space
(i.e., 230 to 260) compared toDRSMS algorithm. If term
T is taken as 500 distinct keywords andD is taken as
5 files. The total storage space required byRSSE is 17
kilobytes i.e.,T × D = 500 × 5 = 2500 elements, while for
the same set of files,DRSMS scheme requires 11 kilobytes
for 5 files. Therefore,NT = 660 andC = 3 NT × C =
660× 3 = 1980 elements. The space complexity ofDRSMS

scheme isO(NT ×C). From numerical analysis, we observe
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Index Generation Time based on Number of
Keywords.

that DRSMS scheme uses less storage space thanRSSE

scheme. Storage space for different set of keywords is shown
in Figure 3. Storage space increases exponentially with the
increases in number of keywords. Experimental analysis is
performed for maximum of 20,387 distinct keywords.

Figure 4 shows the index storage space for large scale of
data with maximum of 1000 files,D and T is assumed as
20387 extracted distinct words from 1000 files; therefore,T ×
D = 1000× 20387 ≈ 20.4 million elements storage space in
RSSE scheme. OurDRSMS works on same set of 1000
files withNT = 311800 rows of the index file organised in an
array format andC = 3; therefore,NT ×C = 311800×3 = 0.9
million elements index storage space is used for 1000 files. The
above Numerical analysis shows that,DRSMS scheme uses
less index storage space of 0.9 million elements compared with
RSSE scheme that uses 20.4 million elements index storage
space for the same dataset. Index storage space performance
improves by 35.3% for 5 files and 99.3% for 1000 files.

B. Indexing cost

The index generation time forRSSE andDRSMS scheme
is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. The time
complexity of index generation inRSSE scheme isO(T×D).
If D=5 and T=500, thenT × D = 500 × 5 = 2500 ele-
ments; it takes 1174 milliseconds to generate index file for
RSSE scheme. The time complexity of index generation in
DRSMS scheme isO(NT × C). If NT=660 andC=5 (i.e.,
〈L||FLW ||id(fi)||Wij ||Fij〉), thenNT×C = 660× 5 = 3300
elements; it takes 708 milliseconds to generate index file for
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TABLE II
SCORECALCULATION T IME

Number of Keywords RSSE [28] (in ms) DRSMS (in ms)

500 103 3.4

1000 170 9.4

1500 294 20

2000 380 23.2

2500 643 31.8

3000 1092 48

3500 1399 61

4000 1489 75

DRSMS scheme.RSSE takesO(n) for frequency score
calculation and storage space range is between230 to 280 bits.
In the proposedDRSMS scheme, we have emphasised on
keyword security with minimum storage space; the number of
elements inDRSMS scheme is more thanRSSE scheme
and therefore, index generation time ofDRSMS scheme
is less thanRSSE scheme. This is due to computation
required byRSSE scheme to generate a large encrypted
number (i.e.,230 to 280 bits range) in comparsion toDRSMS

scheme. The score calculation time for 5 files and 500 distinct
keywords inRSSE scheme is 103 milliseconds; while in
DRSMS scheme it is 3.4 milliseconds. The time complexity
of the score calculation isO(T × D) for RSSE scheme
andO(NT ) for DRSMS. If T=500 andD=5 thenT × D

= 500 × 5 = 2500 frequency elements; score calculation
time is 103 milliseconds inRSSE scheme. WhenNT=660
keyword elements, score calculation time is 3.4 milliseconds
for the DRSMS scheme. It is observed that, with 2500
frequency elements ofRSSE scheme is reduces for 660
keyword elements inDRSMS scheme for score calculation.
The computation time ofDRSMS is reduced by 99.95%
compared toRSSE scheme. Table II and Table III shows
score calculation for different set of distinct keywords and
files. For 1000 files,D=1000 andT=20387,T ×D = 20387
× 1000 = 20.4 million elements and the index generation time
is 7221.4 seconds forRSSE scheme. InDRSMS scheme
NT=311800,C=5 thenNT ×C = 311800× 5 = 1.5 million
elements and the index generation time is 1916.8 seconds. The
index generation time inDRSMS improves by 39.7% for 5
files and 73.47% for 1000 files.

TABLE III
SCORECALCULATION T IME

Number of Files RSSE [28] (in s) DRSMS (in s)

200 8.112 0.293

400 29.200 0.441

600 66.930 0.709

800 118.156 1.276

1000 190.767 1.772

TABLE IV
QUERIED KEYWORDS SEARCH TIME BASED ON NUMBER OF FILES

Queried Keywords Search Time (in s)

No. of
Cell Sciences Investigator

Files RSSE
[28]

DRSMS RSSE
[28]

DRSMS RSSE
[28]

DRSMS

200 3.290 0.886 1.803 0.709 2.088 0.219

400 4.936 1.928 3.000 1.709 4.250 0.448

600 9.253 3.410 5.193 2.689 7.475 0.724

800 10.952 5.247 8.144 3.690 11.073 0.981

1000 14.816 6.891 8.632 4.924 16.647 1.281

C. Searching Cost

Table IV shows queried keyword search time over number
of documents. The time complexity of keyword search on
encrypted cloud data isO(T ) +O(logn) for RSSE scheme,
wheren is number of frequency score in encrypted form. In
our proposedDRSMS scheme, the time complexity isO(1)
for selecting the domain based on length of the keyword using
hash map technique. The time complexity ofO(logn) for se-
lecting the range within the domain based on the first character
of the keyword using binary search,n has 26 different ranges
(i.e., A-Z). Linear search is used to find the keyword within
the range and hence the time complexity isO(R), whereR
is number of encrypted keyword within the bucket.DRSMS

has three different cases 1)Best caseis O(1), if the range
bucket has only one term. 2)Average caseis O(R), if the
range bucket hasB terms out ofNT (1 < B < NT ). 3) Worst
caseis O(NT ), if the range bucket has all the words in the
index file. The proposedDRSMS algorithm total keyword
search time complexity isO(1) for the best case andO(R)
for average and the worst case.
Example: If D=1000 files andT= 20387 distinct keywords
therefore,T × D = 20387× 1000 = 20.4 million elements.
Search process is performed on 20,387 element out of 20.4
million elements inRSSE scheme. InRSSE, the time taken
to search the queried keyword is 14.82 seconds forcell, 8.63
seconds forsciences and 16.65 seconds forinvestigator.
Similarly, if there are 1000 files inDRSMS scheme,NT=
311800 keyword elements in the index file I”. The time taken
to search for queried keyword inDRSMS scheme is 6.89
seconds forcell and 4.92 seconds forsciences and 1.28
seconds forinvestigator. User search comparison process is
done on the specific bucketBij , the searchingcell keyword
bucket contains 3104 elements,sciences keyword bucket
contains 2811 elements andinvestigator keyword search
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on 1402 elements out of 311800. In the proposedDRSMS

scheme, the queried multi-keyword search time performance
improves by 83% for 5 files and 67.34% for 1000 files in
comparsion to theRSSE scheme. Table IV depicts search
time for different number of files over encrypted cloud storage
data. It is observed that there is a linear growth in the search
time.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduce a new multi-keyword search
technique for achieving effective data utilisation through In-
ternet over remotely stored encrypted cloud data.RSSE

scheme is inefficient to achieve multi-keyword ranked search
on a large dataset. To overcome the drawback inRSSE

scheme, we propose a new Domain and Range Specific Multi-
keyword Search(DRSMS) algorithm that supports more
efficient and accurate search. A mathematical model provides
secure search on index file without leakage of information.
DRSMS algorithm performs effective and efficient indexing
and searching on encrypted data. The algorithm reduces index
storage space and ranked searchable encryption time for top-
k multi keyword retrieval on cloud sensitive information.
Indexing phase reduces index computation time and index
storage space up-to 90%. DomainD is a sort based on length
of the keyword and RangeR is sorted based on first character
of the keyword. Searching phase reduces queried keyword
search time up-to 62%. TheDRSMS scheme requires a small
amount of additional time to sort on index file. As part of our
future work we aim to reduce search time on the image data
set.
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